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Ogni anima appartiene a un mondo diverso. Per ogni anima, l'altra anima è un mondo dietro il mondo[1]. Analisi 
del concetto di generazione dal marketing tradizionale ai nuovi marketing (Generational Marketing, Cross 
Generation Marketing, Marketing Etnico, Societing) 
Ada Cattaneo 
 
Keywords: Generazione, Marketing Generazionale, Cross Generation Marketing, Marketing Etnico, Societing. 
 
Il paper analizza i più innovativi significati assunti dal concetto di “generazione” nella letteratura sui consumi e nel 
marketing. 
Dopo avere considerato, per decenni, la nozione di “generazione” un mero sinonimo di età, il marketing, a fronte 
dell’incapacità descrittiva e predittiva degli indicatori sociodemografici, in una realtà sempre più complessa, flessibile, 
liquida, networkizzata e tribalizzata, cerca, oggi, di rivalutarla. 
Tracciato un sintetico quadro introduttivo sui limiti dell’approccio tradizionale al tema, l’articolo si concentra su alcuni 
specifici modelli che, a diverso titolo, ricorrono alle generazioni per esaminare i consumi e stilare corrispondenti azioni 
di comunicazione/promozione: il Generational Marketing, il Marketing Etnico/Cross 
Genration Marketing, il Societing. 
Nel Marketing Generazionale l’idea di “generazione” muove dalle osservazioni di Gnasso e Parenti, dell’istituto 
demoscopico Yankelovich, per giungere alle strategie di segmentazione di Ineract basate sui valori, i marcatori 
generazionali, la fruizione mediatica e culturale…specifici di Tradizionalisti, Baby Boomers, 
Genration X, Generation Y/Echo Boom Millennial. 
Nei consumi dei newcomer, la generazione, oltre a contribuire alla creazione dell’identità dei soggetti, pare 
fondamentale nei processi d’integrazione. 
Il Marketing Etnico rivisita l’assunto di “seconda generazione” distinguendo gli immigrati in ragione dell’età di arrivo 
in Italia e dimostrata la maggiore analogia di comportamenti, valori, consumi tra chi appartiene alla stessa 
“generazione” piuttosto che tra le diverse “generazioni” di una medesima etnia, il punto debole dell’argomentazione è il 
confronto con i “coetanei” italiani che reintroduce una connotazione meramente anagrafica al termine. 
Il problema ricompare nel Cross Generation Marketing. Il focus è sulla “generazione-ponte” che, per Visconti e 
Napolitano, promuove l’integrazione ed è destinata a divenire protagonista nei consumi sia interpellando il mercato e 
divenendone parte attiva, sia contaminando i “coetanei” italiani con trend nuovi e del tutto differenti. 
Da ultimo vengono considerate le riflessioni sviluppate da Fabris partendo dal pensiero di Howe, Strauss, Mannheim, 
Colombo, Aroldi… 
Generazione è la risultante della comune esposizione/elaborazione/condivisione di esperienze e fatti culturali in 
momenti cruciali dei processi di socializzazione. 
Lungi dall’essere un semplice parametro biografico-biologico, è una significativa dimensione socioculturale che riporta 
al legame sociale, ai destini condivisi e si affianca ai molti altri tratti in grado di fornire illuminati visioni ed efficaci 
indicazioni 
per mettere a punto interventi di Societing, la nuova disciplina di matrice socioantrolpoligico-culturale alternativa 
Marketing. 
 
[1] Proverbio cinese 
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Generations and online media: 
Social and interpersonal motives for on-line media use – the study of baby boomers, generation X 
and generation Y with portuguese radio 
Paula Cordeiro 
 
Keywords: On-line media; on-line radio; uses and gratifications; globalization; digital; generations; user generated 
content; social networks; online applications; popular culture. 
 
We can assume that contemporary society is a networked society where media, culture and audience are global, 
developing a digital experience and identity within different generations. This paper establishes a connection between 
global flows of popular culture and on-line media. We conceive that portuguese radio and popular culture contents are 
global and fit in a media globalization theory. In this context, media also involves a process of identity and can trigger 
cultural trends. Terrestrial radio and on-line radio are part of our everyday lives, contributing to the construction of  
generational identities. We argue that generations have a role in the field of cultural production and consumption. 
Generations have different consumption practices and relate differently with on-line media, with relevant consequences 
in the  development of media and cultural industries. Radio formats are today developed based on marketing 
segmentation combined with other codifications and multidimensional categories related to generations. This paper will 
present an exploratory study about on-line media and audience, theorizing social interactions and communication, 
studying the relation between generations and portuguese radio. In this scope, we determine that the uses and 
gratifications model can be applied to Portuguese radio listeners and on-line radio users. A small sample of three 
different generations (baby boomers, generation X and generation Y) will be submitted to an on-line enquiry through 
snowball sampling method. The answers will be submitted to content analysis. The objective is to establish three 
different generational relations with on-line media, using portuguese radio has an example. It is an original approach 
that goes beyond media rankings, approaching communication models such as uses and gratifications to explain new 
connections in on-line environment. Also will contribute to a deeper understanding of these relations, and its influence 
in generational identities. This study will also analyse generational differences in on-line media use and consumption. 
Considers a general comprehension of social and interpersonal motives for on-line media use, and the understanding of 
on-line social networks participation and user generated content production. We assume that generations have different 
consumption practices and relate differently with on-line media, evaluating user generated content in Portugal, 
analysing radio's role in this field and contribution to the development of radio as a self media. Previous analysis 
revealed that innovation in Portuguese on-line media, specially on-line radio, fits the constant on-line traffic and ratings 
increase, becoming a common strategy by adjusting contents and programming to the audience uses and expectations. 
Although communication models and theories are revisited to explain digital media forms diffusion and appropriation, 
we consider that audience uses radio for the same reasons uses and gratifications model stated (information and 
entertainment), but on-line radio improves radio listening experience, which we think, might contribute to adapt uses 
and gratifications model to the networked society. 
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Media Grammars, Generations, and Media Gaps: Revisited 
Gary Gumpert & Susan Drucker 
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In 1985 Gary Gumpert and I published “Media Grammars, Generations, and Media Gaps,” (Critical Studies in Mass 
Communication, 2(1985). 23-35) in which we argued that the traditional concept of the “generation” as the signifier of 
separate human time relationships be replaced by the concept of humans groups based on media relationships. Whether 
we originated the concept of the “media generation” may be debatable, but our analysis proved to be accurate and 
predictive. In the 24 years since the publication of that article, we have witnessed the exponential acceleration of media 
technology with far-reaching, but not completely understood consequences. 
 
We took the position that individuals are connected or separated more by media experience than by chronological years 
and we explored the nature of media literacy and grammar as determinants of values.  Susan Drucker and I propose to 
revisit that original article and to frame the argument in terms of changing values linked to new media technology and 
to specifically examine the nature of place attachment and/or detachment as a variant of media generations. Location 
and presence have become alternatives. 
 
More community is an absolute requirement for living, but propinquity is on the wane. More and more of those living in 
developed countries reside and work in communities of choice and more of us connect with virtual communities in 
which geography becomes increasingly irrelevant. A non-propinquitous existence brings with it choice, but a geography 
of disconnection; privacy accompanied by distance; control along with surveillance. A propinquitous alternative brings 
with it obligation but with a loss of independence; civic involvement without choice; and publicness rather than 
privateness.  Each media generation inherits a unique ratio of connectedness and detachment. Each media generation is 
linked to different notions of community. 
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Generational use of new media and the (ir)relevance of age 
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The number of older people and the use of new media in our information society are on the rise. Some researchers argue 
that there is a widening generational ‘digital gap’ between ‘digital natives’ (younger users, born after 1990, who grew 
up with new media) and ‘digital immigrants’ (older users who learned how to use new media)1. Others think that the 
situation is better characterised by the notion of a ‘digital spectrum’2, with people using new media to varying degrees 
depending not only on age but also on factors such as gender, education and computer experience. 
This paper focuses on a specific new medium: websites. Do older people really navigate websites in a different way 
than younger people do? Or are the differences (such as those mentioned above) within each generation bigger then the 
differences between them? First, an overview of studies focussing on navigation patterns of younger and older people 
will be presented. Then, the data of an eye-tracking study (including interviews) carried out among 29 younger and 29 
older users3 in the Netherlands in April 2009 will be presented. Their navigation behaviour (reading patterns and use of 
search box) will be analysed. Specific attention will be paid to efficacy (search task completed successfully or not), 
efficiency (the time they needed to fulfil their search task) and user satisfaction (ranking usability). The social semiotic 
concepts ‘information value’, ‘salience’ and ‘framing’4  will be used to understand the differences and similarities 
between younger and older people’s navigation patterns. 
The research results allow us to get a better understanding to what extent age plays a role when website users from 
different generations try to get access to the information they are looking for and to construct user-friendly websites for 
various groups of people. 
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Intergenerational Relationships in TV serials. 
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TV programs is not only is a mirror for showing the existing condition of a society, but also can act as a model 
of behavior for the member of a given society. Especially when the viewers  finds  almost similarities between 
themselves and the characters that broadcast on the program. Occurrence of various changes at national and 
international level during less than half of the century has been effected many society as well as that of Iran. The 
changes and facilitation of communication and availability of information caused that the traditional societies face 
different change especially in human inter rations as well as relation among the generations. The Persian TV serials 
shows in national network can be considers as a reflection of social condition and as a model of behavior for its 
member. This article aim to study of the Intergenerational relationships models illustrated on the Iranian serial in 
Iranian national television. Serials broadcast during 2007 from Iranian national channel (channel 1) and channel 3 
(which call Youth Channel) with different duration. The article explains the models of intergenerational relationships 
illustrate in these serials. Four serial in two channels (each channel 2 serials) were purposefully selected. Channel 1 is 
the national broadcast and the channel 3 is youth channel. Their main genre of the selected serials was family and 
culture. Content analysis was applied as method of investigation.  Three type of intergenerational relationships 
(solidarity, conflict and gap) between three generation (young, middle age and aged) that illustrated in these serials were 
investigated. These interrelations also studied on the base of gender differences Results and finding will explain in the 
paper. 
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Culturally constructed age identity  
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A discussion about the age concept is inevitable when we want to define who could be considered an older media 
consumer. The starting point is usually the chronological age where your birthday defines your aging status. In the 
targeting process the chronological age has been a tool to divide the media market in suitable entities for 
communication, steering at the same time the view of aging and media consumption. The chronological age concept is 
easily too static and obliterates individual diversity and individual aging processes pointing at the same time out that 
age is measurable. The cognitive age concept identified by Kastenbaum & Derbin & Sabatini & Artt (1972) develops 
aging towards idiosyncrasy and includes the consumers own perspective on their age. Age is now defined through  how 
old they feel and  how active they are and even more through their lifestyle. Although cognitive age is a useful concept 
it originates in the chronological age concept. I will now put forward a culturally constructed view on age where age 
identity is seen as constructed and negotiated constantly in the realm of encounters between media and the media 
consumer. How age is constructed culturally can be found in language use and in different targeted communicative 
multimodal acts (advertisements for example). 

With a cultural perspective on age identity I want to enhance an understanding for how talk and images create 
interpretive patterns that construct an older media consumer’s identity and age. I will use concepts from a discourse 
analytic context to reach my goal. Consumer culture theorists are more and more interested in how different market 
practices shape the consumers’ subject position and this view is applicable as well to a media context. I will present an 
analysis that emphasize how identity is constructed through discursive practices. These practices are here represented 
by the analysis of interview transcripts, texts in trade magazines and advertisements. I see that these discursive practices 
thriving on the market produce certain subject positions for the media consumer. Sometimes the consumers do not even 
have a choice but are forced into certain media habits that are seen as appropriate for your age. If media professionals 
are only informed by the chronological age concept they will lack an understanding of their own role in creating age 
stereotypes and rigid age identities. 
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